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Editorial….
Watching a Pelican—sitting on a wooden pole at the sea shore in
New Castle was a different experience for me. Sublimating?
Perhaps, yes. Perhaps, no—since sublimation is ‘a something’
pertaining to an ‘aftermath’. Jacques Barzun said, “There cannot
be any song in times of revolution.”
When I shot the Pelican with my camera, I was there only
physically, busy as I was in the act of clicking a few snap-shots
and chatting with Valerie and Les Murray who had come to see
me off at the Railway Station—that was way back in 2000. But
after a gap of fifteen years, fifteen long years, when all of a
sudden I happened to ransack my old albums and came across
the present photograph, I was enthralled and felt about it and
seemed to cross over all distances of time and space. At once, the
period of fifteen years was de-periodised and the pelican seemed
to fluff off its wings and blinked. It broke apart its twodimensional bounds and shook its body and scaled down the
vast sky of memory.
The Pelican which I caught in my camera is now alive in my
memory, just—I know not where it might be. Whether alive or
not. But its shadow has loomed large and transcended beyond
time and space. It has become an abstract. And the abstract dies
not. Like energy. It has become a soul. And the soul dies
not—nainum chhindanti shastrani, nainum dahati pawakah....
Art ensouls. It enlivens. It animates. Art de-pasts a gone-by and
de-futures a would-be. It renders an ‘a’ into a ‘the’. The timeless
‘the’.
A pelican has flown away. But the Pelican is still sitting on the
wooden pole. Poised and calm. Like inspiration—recalled. Like
thought—re-thought. Like feeling felt over and over again.
—•—
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CAROLINE FAHY
(Great Britain)
A Cold Winters Day
A lady called out
Voices she knew,
Welcome Back –
A sign swung in the tree.
No one was there,
Just the Past she left behind.
All those years
In hiding.
She changed her life
Married in foreign lands
Where the water floods
Out of rivers.
In the sweet colonial gardens
Tea is served in silver pots
By men whose eyes turn and
Flutter in their darkness.
Stories of riches
Stored on her phone.
Along with codes to the account
In her memory.
She made plans
All those days in the office
Watching faces pass,
New clients and cleavage
To distract from the job.
Cards with the right Postage
Made the trip, like the number she left
In case something happened.
That dark dreary day when
The fog didn’t clear
The late morning found her
Waiting for him.
•
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Calm Water

Cameras Behind Mirrors
Watching them flick on paint.
Laughing and joking - eye lashes curled, brows pencilled in
Like old ladies whose have been shocked out of them.

When does the ferry leave?
She asked Sailor Jim,
With her multi-coloured coat
And a stillness in her eyes.

Outside wind screamed as it hit trees
And branches sounding like a distress call
From a teenage changing room.

You’ve got to get there first
He told her,
As she climbed into the boat,
Rain falling down.
Waves and wind rocked her
To the rhythm of the sea.
Remembering her last chat with him,
About the snow in London,
It hadn’t got there yet.
And then mountains greeted her,
Greys, blues and greens
Washed up over stones.

All shapes and sizes, bushes, leaves left behind,
Ivy crawling up trunks – spray caught them all
Like waves hitting sand.
Extensions on heads and hands, wires in ears,
With the rhythm of tunes downloaded
Unaware of the spies.
Naked bodies put clothes on.
Picture after picture flicked,
Ready for the late afternoon show.
It was cold outside and the old tree rocked
Birds landed – no camouflage left.
As the green grass weighed heavy with all that rained upon it.

The Island in the pictures,
Shells, grass and sheep.
Windy days and the silence
Of all those years.
That message that didn’t kill him.
A phone call the next day.
Christmas time in December
The dogs found him dead.

Watching you from my window wondering if your eyes
Could see mine and follow the contours of my skin
Seeking out all I had within.
•••

They said it was a heart attack
He was very old.
The Papers, full of stories in
A scrap book full of cuttings.
No one left to answer
All those empty lines
Calm water tales of him.
•
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SAM VASEGHI
(Iran)

EFTICHIA KAPARDELI
(Greece)

LOST THY PARADISE, IRAN
(English transcript edited by Albert Russo)

Yellow Sky

A millennium folded, a leaf
burnt. . . and
found the ”void”
as a shelter to spread out the wings
breaking the chains. . .
of wishes — bewildered
”the men of this land sold. . .
the reverence of paradise
for a green banner. . .” silence. . .
sitting lined up like chains, ”skeletons”, close beside the ovens. . .
burning
one after another
is a gift, in hell — ”love” isn’t here, neither ”together” nor with
”nobody”, but pale. . .
burnt. . .
ash grey. . .
(thoughts are bolted, affections are wounded. . .) flowers
blossom
in the circulating shape of smoke— a genealogy —, and
in the orange gardens, the knives
are planted
in the anxiety of the heart
of cold ”lands”: the boughs, poisoned,
don’t see a tree,
in the mirrors, and the people’s sky, shredded eyes. . .
the knives of envy. . .
fall from the sky. —hotter, than the deserts of your dreams, this
hell—
cries out the brutal centuries of holy verses
in the religion of nightmares.
History sleeps dungeoned in the dark.
Who is here? Where is here?
•••
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Nourish the soul
bright eyes
a flower stalk
the world grows sensual
***
In soft soil
a handful of yellow
sky
Autumn leaves
gently tilt
***
In my garden lives
a cloud
crystalline appearance
light along the
secrets vigil
***
At dawn cross
sky
the door ajar
hymnody in the wind
my heart
escapes silently
•
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Mother

Haiku

On the streets of the heart
blessed budding
imperishable blossoms
the warmest your girlfriend
in your endless supply
sacrifice you were my mother you
***
In hugs in
beauty of forgiveness
the power of love
in debt, deprivation
and bitterness all
consolation true
you were my mother you
***
Among persons
in the silence of my days
in our old family home
love and affection, listing in innocence
Over the years, mother of the whole world
you're my mother you
***
In Paradise with
Angels inseparably immortal
you mingle in
My prayers all
amulet sacred art my mother you
***
At sea foamed
where the wind to beat
not to bear witness
how to abandoned hope
but not my mother you
•

Friends grow away our
Half the road of dawn
You took his body hesitation
and raised to sleep
****
In soft soil
a handful of yellow
sky
Autumn leaves
***
And the same day
themselves months
our wasteful heart
Hope the trip
***
flooded eothina
day
memories of love
urns joy
muses of love
***
wedding flowers
the open sky filled
with the Zephyr
kisses stems of
Lily and lemon
****
In all hugs
fiery wheel fit the
the scent of honey
bloom defoliation
inseparably flowers
***
•••
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GLEN PHILLIPS
(Australia)
Night Training Tanka
The night-training plane,
a hardly heard harsh whisper:
a needle-pointed
star, very high, moving slow,
training for what I strain to see.
WHILE THE BUSH BURNS
(or, I’m Not Yet Ready to Go)
Still at high school and a weekend bushfire
raced across dry paddocks. I looked up
watching from my open textbook on our
verandah as the firetruck and farmers’ cars
careered to cut off the flames before the blaze
got away into wooded hills. Exams were
the conflagration on my mind then. A day
later, I recall, a schoolmate, farmer’s son
waylaid me at the train station on the way
to school: “S’pose you were writin’ a poem
while we were puttin’ out the fire. Or paintin’
a bloody watercolour of the scene, mate?”
The tone accusatory, and I felt perhaps
like one of those reluctant to enlist in
1915 when girls gave out white feathers.

as in the Kimberley ranges. The nation
now calls it our heritage of Aboriginal art
but wasn’t it theirs? All that was a long time
ago, anyhow, for now we have governments
who first declare national parks and nature
reserves. And then slyly usher in mining men.
Another time—still long ago, but after my
boyhood failure to join fiery battlefronts,
I lived in suburbia near a vast plantation
of imported pines. News came a murderer,
escaped, was lurking there with loaded gun
and a radio station trumpeted a call to men
(red-blooded ones with firearms) to proceed
at once to our street. And join the manhunt.
I hung my head at this, although neighbours
were eager to find guns for their husbands,
so as to lay their heads peacefully to bed
that night. Yet I had only self-examination
then, and no urge to put brush to canvas
or carve my distaste in stone calligraphy.
Ever the shirker then? And still no poem.
•••

In the train compartment I curled up
by the window like some grasshopper
folded upon itself and thought, what
sort of poem would I write? What sort
of picture would I paint of a grass fire?
And I recalled ten thousand years ago
the ice age was here that would have
put out the fires. And maybe drove men
then into caves to paint stories or poems

18
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JETON KELMENDI
(Kosovo)

SINEAD DALY
(Netherlands)

Your Face With Golden Eyes Is Appearing

A Tale of Disconnection

Today autumn can get full with the night
The moon fell in the window
The best
Verses
I will write for you
Maybe you are asleep
My best lady friend
Before you reached
Ten and ten
I sing for the verse
The word has plenty of night
The clock
Passed midnight
The sky descended on verses
And in the sparseness of the stars
Your face is appearing
With Golden Eyes
Just like in ancient times
“From that ridge I threw my eyes to you”

Your vision of love:
A legendary beauty making
Your mother breakfast
in a cramped apartment
She is half artist , half gazelle
with pomegranate breasts
that will never rot
in your mouth.
Her eyes are violets
never
plucked out at the root.
Her body, a vast Steppe
holding all your ancestors
in an embrace of ochre wind.
Your grandfather gallops home
from his forgotten wars
across her bright face,
your father hides his nerve-endings
From the Shah
in her tall grasses and your own stories
are suckled by her voice
flowing from every fissure
in your thirst.

Tirana, November, 2004
•••

She lights the wild-fire in your eyes
while I only cherish the way
you adjust your glasses
on the bridge of your nose
when you are nervous on stage.
Your faith is unshakeable for you’ve
had her before,
under different names, you wait

20
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for her next incarnation and take one
bite out of my smile,
then drop the sweetest
part of me in damp clay.
But I refuse to take root
I will never thrive
in your shadow.
II
My vision of love:
tin buckets over-filled, hanging
heavy on exhausted arms
carried too far, slopping
on a cheap skirt made
from slave wages. A love that leaves
you hungry, catering at a wedding
full of strangers
on sad little feet.
A love that hides its bruises
under long sleeves and smiles
too brightly at curious women
and uninterested men.
It craters a face with rutted
tracks that lead only
to the edge of things.

You play your Persian drum
in a hall full of exiles
who have lost all language.
The beat of your drum,
the thump of dancing feet
mix up our memories,
we exchange bodies, forget our names
swap countries and trade tragedies
for hard liquor.
In the morning I step out of a nomad’s tent
into the vast chill of the Steppeyou on a hilltop drumming still
too far for me to hear
and your eyes too weak to see
me when I wave.
I turn my back to you now,
to face everything rolling
down upon me
a landslide
of all the words
we might otherwise have been.
•••

III
Still I know your injured eyes
have seen the undressed faces
of women stood too long in windows.
Your eyes, once bandaged, can see
the old women lighting splinters
of their sorrow
in trashcans to warm
their homeless hands
in the night desert of a city.

22
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CHI Tianyao
(China)

JÜRI TALVET
(Estonia)

Love, the beautiful fraud

Christmas in China

Bright light, using sun to burn your eyes
Love, using illusions to fox your heart
They make your strong
If you can survive
Living in the fraud, cheat each other forever
Or becoming a cynical poor poet
Watching people get together then apart
•••

Some labor in the rice paddy, some fish.
From under her heavy bangs Zhang Zhe listens
to the harsh rhythms of European
expressionist drama. The Yangtze is bridled.
Women’s laughter and cheerfulness fills all
streets and houses: they grow ever prettier
and wiser, and men listen to them more and more.
(Will this make men's beards begin again to grow,
and their wisdom?)
No need to journey in search of the Sampo, communism,
and the Grail – they are only naked words
that cannot long survive in Nordic frost.
The seeds of Buddha and Lao-tzu, planted
in the thick red skin of Mao, sprout and twine.
In a dusky dream a woman’s mouth seeks mine.
Buried since 400 B.C., war carriages
with horses’ skeletons are unearthed,
but no one cares about them, they really
matter now to no one.
Translated from the Estonian by the author and H. L. Hix

•
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Summer in the Homeland
This Lucifer, this Cerberus, this tsar, this
neighbor man – ten rows of steel teeth, a mask
renewed each night and each day –
this one who never sleeps, behind all masks
his mouth in his eyeless skull, a Minotaur who
consumes virgins, but has no comfort, whose heart festers
– is he eternal?
I pat my pockets, my prescriptions all in a mess –
where are agape and eros and where did I put philos?
All the expiration dates passed long ago, nothing is fresh!
No answer, but yesterday in the sky I saw
swallows again, tiny splinters of summer from the south,
and at night perhaps you, mother, led me upward
to a higher place, in the mountains where the horizon
offered my eyes light:
I breathed the smell of pine sap and fir needles,
of snow, home, and an unnamed country.
Translated from the Estonian by the author and H. L. Hix

•••

TOMAS O'LEARY
(USA)
Bless the Cursive
In the hour of these words, their feet
walking line after line, marking
tension and scan with their ritual sweep
I am blessing in cursive
the whoosh of my mind-ordered hand,
rushing my stable of characters
into the maw of mist. I don't know
where they'll go when it's blind out,
I just wish you could savor my loops
and curlicues, crossings and dottings,
dashes and slashes. The way a hand
runs with a pen, over and back, over
again, brings the blood down the arm
till each word knows the course of itself.
Alas, that the cursive by most hands
defies our most diligent scrutiny,
cryptic foreplay toward soldiers in uniform,
anonymous, lockstep. By default, our type.
•
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This Hour
In the heebie-jeebies hour
when caution brakes your spirit steed
at the stone wall, and over
you go like the force of yourself
in a body, and you marvel at flight
till you lie there, neck broken
as the sun sinks, are you sad
you went riding today, or glad
the race is over? This hour asks only
if faith in horse endures,
and if the run was perfect till that point.
Answer or not, you are there
under the blanket and grim prayers
of those who followed a fine horse
and its rider.
•

You Never Know
What's a storm but the calm gone petulant,
a lawn chair tossed over a stone wall
while we gaze snugly dominant
from our double-paned, panoramic window
at this havoc that tickles us all.
We are 12 in the family room, ages 7
to 70, boards and pieces laid out by Grandpa
hoping we'll all get smart and take refuge
in Monopoly, Scrabble or Chess.
But the puppy wildness of the storm's first licks
is more the mad dog now, big fellow, snapping
limbs and sailing them away.
Our eyes enlarge with fresh appraisal, it's
high time for verbal counterpoint. This falls
to Jacko, the youngest, who cries out:
"Jesus Christ this storm's a killer!"
While gently admonished by Grandma
not to take the Lord's name in vain, Jacko's
words make the rounds of our brain stems.
No one gazes now. We all gawk.
"Enough," shouts Grandpa. "Our games grow
impatient. Give a poor storm some privacy."
Like well-bred escapists, we sit to our stations
at Scrabble-Monopoly-Chess, eager to still
the shrieking winds with unparalleled executions
of cordial rivalry. Impossible, what next marks forever
our annual one-week reunion's tenth anniversary:
synchronous howls of victory on all three boards!
Not to be left out, the beloved old maple
comes down on the roof just then and sends
the bits and fixings of the ceiling flying.
A few tiny shrapnel cuts, but our hearts and brains
remain full of themselves. We're elated.
Something wonderful covered our edges,
we don't ask why. You never know about a storm.
•••
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LAI TINGJIE
(China)
Events in Land of Litchi (group poems)
Litchi Flowers Raging in Spring Night
Overnight, the litchi flowers are in full blossom
I am intoxicated by the sweet whiteness
A litchi flower from budding to blossoming she has spent herself and
bursts forth
One, two, three blossoms … white snow flying
Ten, a hundred, ten thousand, a hundred thousand blossoms … the
sky is white with snow
The underground river through the chill in the air in early spring
So swift pursuing justice with no turning back
So hysterically so dissolute by nature
If I say to a blossoming litchi tree: I love you
The person who knows no amorous feelings whether to break the
flowers without hesitation
To put the branch into the bottle how short is spring in the bottle
The frame of mind of a litchi flower like the cool liquid in the bottle
Ice cold withered more cruel than the cruelty of a sand storm
Even without any reasoning
Whether we can let her slow down to smile gracefully
Then to open bit by bit to wither bit by bit
To step unhurriedly toward demise
Vomiting fragrance bearing fruit is the idea lingering on the branches
But all this is impossible
The litchi flowers have finished themselves overnight
The litchi flowers have contributed themselves overnight
I hear that she is painful and is not out of her mind
— Owing to love she lets it go
Without any hesitation even lingering
— Owing to anger she lets it go
Without any hesitation even profusely
•

My Love in the Land of Litchi
In the spring of that year litchi flowers bloom
I am twenty and she nineteen
We come to the mountaintop into the litchi garden
The grass is resuming green growth
The flowers are becoming pregnant
A lot of birds are pursuing looking for food on the ground
And a lot of birds are wheeling and singing in the air
We enter the litchi garden
Sitting beneath a litchi tree
Shoulder to shoulder toward the sun steak after streak of light
Leaking from the leaves
Dazzling our eyes
Ten fingers crossed a wisp after another wisp of wind
Blows slowly from afar
Bathing our skin
I dare not look at her face
Feeling the breath of wind slowly gently
So gentle that the beating of our heart can be heard
Touching her hands which are icy cold
Later I find myself in the same situation
Our impulsion is only skin deep
The mortal wind is in our eyes
Dazzling and dangling but there is fire in quietness
Just like I am holding the match putting
On the match box held by her
The green grass around is painful under our treading
Thus we remain sitting
Listening to the mountain water running in cattle browsing
A bee and a litchi flower
Are murmuring
Looking at the blossom of cloud turning and rolling in the wind
Scurrying over our head finally disappearing in the litchi garden
•••
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ATHANASE VANTCHEV DE THRACY
(FRANCE)
Hawthorn and Wisteria

(For Kevin)

(For Gabriel Nègre)

‘Ars est recta ratio factibilium’
‘Art is right reason about certain works to be made’

Outside,
The tides are bringing in the shining moon,
Here, on the misty curtain of words
The stars walk, singing.

St Thomas Aquinas
Summa Theologica

The pure breeze arrives to stir the beloved names
In the quiet folds of my heart.
I hear the voice of ancient days
Which delight me to my heart.
Tell me, little white boats,
Sailing the transparent waters of the sky,
My friends of long ago, where are they now?
From high in the old aspen tree
I watch for their return in the fallen night.
Tell me, clear river,
Do they still remember me?
O time,
We’ve grown old together.
O hours,
All night I listen as
The light wind’s caress makes
The sparkling flowers of the peach tree
Fall onto the velvet of the taciturn grass.
And the gentle wind and my poem become as one.
Hawthorn and wisteria!
Translated from the French of Athanase Vantchev de Thracy by
Norton Hodges
•

32

You Come To Me
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You come to me in the evening, dream in dream,
A delicate flower in your hand,
Irreproachable child
Whom silence has rendered too transparent,
Your eyes, a wound within a wound,
Full of gracious words,
Your pupils sparkling with the sky
Of a very ancient sorrow!
And nothing in the garden moves between
The song of the robins
And the fragile almost noiseless rustling of the flowers!
Invisible spirits, smiling at time
As if they preceded time,
Bend over my poem
With a solicitude so intense
That they make the silken stanzas shudder!
Someone in the twilight,
Repeats, with a Chaldean incantation,
Resonant because of too much silence,
Your name redolent of Irish bindweed ,
Your Celtic name,
Fine as the smile of a sea nymph
Floating on the foam
Of the swooning day!
Waters of a glance, where
My fingers, attentive
To the brightness of vowels, search out
The key to your irresistible
Soul!
•
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Two Seizures Of The Soul
For Vito Paolo Quatrocchi
« Just for today, may Your face
not be hidden from me.”
St Thérèse of Lisieux
I.
In the gap between two seizures of the soul,
the word enfolds the word,
the breeze warms the breeze,
and the hand of love extends the world
far into the extreme caress of the poem.
And we remain dazzled, marvelling, fascinated
under the rippling deep-feeling yews
in the dense indigo of the night,
seeking in what begins on our lips
the silent path that hastens
towards the unaccustomed, the unknown, the never seen.
And suddenly everything is incorruptible ecstasy,
golden yellow light
and immortal sweetness.
II.
“Cast the mantle of Your richness
over my poverty
and my mediocrity.”
Dhu’l Nun al-Misri
Who could love you, O you,
Unquestionable, limitless knowledge of love?
Intimate, profound, secret eternal knowledge!
Poem built on so much silence,
on so many ecstatic solitudes
where the almandine freshness of fountains,
the silky blaze of summer,
the crystal breath of tall rose bushes
sway their elusive splendours!
Who could express such happiness,
bliss, fleshly contentment

34
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in the fragrant July rain?
Who? Who could know with their spring-gushing fingers
how to open, without swooning, the final Book
ff tenderness?
Who?
Translated from French by Norton Hodges
I’m still here,
I’m continuing,
and I’m not going away.
Notes :
St Thérèse of Lisieux (1873-1897) – French mystic. Christian.
Dhu’l Nun al-Misri (796-861) – Arab mystic. Muslim.
•••
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MAI VÃN PH? N
(Vietnam)

EVA KACANJA
(Albania)

Grass Cutting in a Temple Garden

A new longing

A sharp blade hacks sideways
Close to the grass stubs
Souls still stuck
To the grass
Stretch out their arms
Grass piled high
To be served as cattle food
Or dried
Any souls not allowed to fly
Are held by a circle of hard-heartedness
All pain of slaughtering
Lingers in the strong smell of grass milk.
•

Here comes the fall again,
The storks migrate,
In my garden a new longing
embracing the trees thaws.
Through leaves, hair gold wear,
Here comes the fall again,
This thirsty lip flares,
This new longing tortures me.
The eye burns this new longing,
The white dawn the dream fades out,
Here comes the fall again,
You’re far with escape, oh how far.
Where can I migrate this new longing,
To the mountains or to the moon,
Here comes the fall again,
To sleep my dreams surrender…

On the Way Up to the Pagoda
As I climb up the slope to the pagoda gate
Your face suddenly appears as Kwan Yin

•••

Carrying a brown sac
Long neck, slack robe, white ring...
Many halos
Under a clear bright sky
In my mind’s eye, I bend down low
My body is empty
I know only the dry knocking of a rattle
… Om Mani Padme Hum
Winds rise among thorny bushes along the road
I hear the clamor of wild animals running deep in the forest
The cracking of branches breaking.
•••
(Translated from Vietnamese by Lê Ðinh Nh?t-Lang)
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ELISAVIETTA RITCHIE

Galaxy: Another Archetypal Love Poem

(USA)
Winged Visitations, April Midnight,

Likewise existing for infinity
and since nothing marks the spark
or will it end in sparks

Two tiny—butterflies?—
pirouette around
the hanging light.

or deadly banalities of spark-and-flame
or dissolution, dishwater dumped in a ditch,

First of this tardy spring,
two figure skaters on air,
miniature heralds of summer!

Or like the signed Italian scarves inherited from
my mother: after decades of wearing and washing,

Harbingers of hordes.
Both drop on my page.
Ants, in nuptial ballet

unfaded, unfolded,
they still show their folds,
ours was, is, and will be.

set to shed wings,
begin domesticity
in my study.

•

I’ll free them outdoors—
Not what most people do
with insect intruders.
But since they seem half expired
I pinch the tiny thoraxes,
drop them into the trash.
•
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Cake-Eaters
Today all I have to scatter
along the balcony rail is what
I can scrape from a brick

Between Two Thunderstorms
reading Foreign Policy dispatches from the Middle East
regarding both massacres and so-called natural disasters
A break to carry eggshells, orange and carrot peels to the bin
edge of the far woods, and contemplate detritus of our lives.

forgot in the lowest nook
of the fridge, overstocked,
once a sponge cake.

Must skirt the lakes from torrents all last night and still
my holey sneakers (should be dumped) are muddy, soaked.
I pick the doubled daffodils no one would see beyond
the dark garage, a dozen stems and their green spears.

Could scrape with a grater—
none at hand. So by hand
must try to crunch

Next, the plum and apple boughs—Too high to steal their blooms,
too many bees which sting but pollinate as in that distant Garden.

crumbs fit for a peacock,
firebird, pterodactyl,
an angel with a sweet tooth…

On my wet way to the pier I circumvent one cup-sized terrapin
digging in her ping-pong balls raccoons will likely steal tonight.

Sparrows! Striped, Black-throated,
Fox sparrow, Song. Plain. Underbirds
of the phylum. Street-sweepers.
Thieves. Poor kids raiding a toys-for-tots
bin for last Halloween’s chocolates,
riffling for gems in an ill mother’s desk.

I see those arid Bible lands where I have lived, mourn
the deaths decreed by so-called holy orders of the day.
A muskrat dashes from the cove ashore—No,
an ordinary rat, four-legged prophet of reality
•••

Thoughtless, not yet headless, Antoinette
announced what the poor could eat.
So till blue jays, cardinals, catbirds,
mockers, starlings and crows kick
competitors from the balcony rail
let sparrows scavenge, and feast…
•
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DAVID ALEXANDER
(USA)
money toilet
the head of a nail
embedded in the
head of a snake
gives rise
to a cancer cell
floating
in the woods
of oak park, illinois,
evokes the presence
of a gold caduceus
sprouting from
the crown
of a bald pharaoh,
beneath the cold
stone sphinx
with the gaunt
barren eyes of
william butler
yeats
and the slit
head of just
another
kind
of
snake

1.
a drifting seed found purchase
in a hidden cleft of earth
thru the smallest crack in plates
of steel
between the concrete median
that splits the highway
into two equal if
opposite halves
no choice was made
it was the wind's caprice
that blew it there
2.
the roots sank down
life spun threads
that tightened
and clawed
then held
and grew
3.

•
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from a highway overpass
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this morning
in the blowtorch wind
of early traffic
in the cruel monoxide
of vehicle exhaust
the little tree is lashed
in the slipstream
of passing cars
leaves snarled back
to expose their
tender undersides
to uncaring metal
Prosopisia
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ANJANA BASU
(INDIA)

every so often a lull
comes and the highway
grows quiet. but this lasts
only temporarily

Forgotten Dates
You can pass on a calendar by the lakes
To the morning tomato seller and his basket
A wicker nest for dates if she goes by in time
Or skim the thing into a temple frame by her bylane
And hope her eye will be caught
Or not
All those forgotten dates will remain recorded somewhere
Perhaps in the verandah cushions
Where you dare not linger any more
Or beside a door if no one sees you
So many dates
12 pages of them lost anniversaries
Of extinction
Brush off the tomato dust and walk home

then without warning
something roars
out of darkness
flashing and coming
into the light
like this
big red flatbed truck
hauling a load
of demolition rubble
to god knows where.
it makes the whole
bridge shake violently
as it bursts into view
and thunders
down the road

•

4.
watching it pass i think
even if a wind as fierce as that
can only whip the tree around
and bend it out of shape
and even if nothing
on this highway
can ever uproot it
where can it possibly go
from here
•••
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Betrayal
Words spoken to cover those that cannot be said
Behind the shield of lies
Trailing somewhere a horizon of hope
The promise of dawn a Trojan horse
Crafted for distraction inside the emptiness
Overhead a tangerine moon counts the hours
Hanging lower and lower into the orchard branches
Promising a plucking of something
Whether sweet or bitter remains unknown
As dawn waits the sun
Ebbs colour from the moon
Full blown orange from tangerine
The giant horse is dragged
Inside the gates of dawn
And then?
•••
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MUHARREM KURTI
(Kosovo)
Fatherland
Fatherland awakenes on ancient mornings
Works exhausted falls asleep in order to wake up again
fatherland keeps over head
Police, Tanks, Armored vehicles
Emptied and Frozen very cold
Fatherland is brightened by white lights
vibrates from foreign voices
aaccepts us killed
Increases our hunger
fatherland stays quiet.
In Frozen winters
Gives a Meat Broath and Sex drink
Fatherland closes its schools, Plants
and Accepts wounds and heals silence
takes breadth away from its sons who wait
to dripple from the sky their victories
Fatherland mournes as night owl
conducts funeral rituals according masses
unleashes tears of struggle and screaming
to assure antiquity moves ahead

To see us it continues on its path
Jumps in the train takes us in nursing home with a plane
is never exhausted whether we become less or more
fatherland cannot be killed cannot be buried
Sings elegies to the losses
At the train station goes empty
travels without us
envies the victories of a lost freedom
fatherland permits to go crasy if you establish a prophecy
becomes a jungle and a sea of garbage from a Larvae of
warms
Silense is placed somewhere in a corner
where it finds your last obedience
away from the corners of metropolis
away from the silenced angels
allows you to stay in the mouth of sharks...
•

In checkpoints in informal conversations
are spread one two three …two hundred times
dies from tortures
Grows five niches abruptly.
Fatherland has flowers bushes and light
Has jails although we dream for freedom
he falls asleep, drinks, entertaining
wins, rewins, is organized and disorganized
does not lower his head whether we have dignity or not
fatherland always waits and departs
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Is It The Case
On the solitude given to me by fate
always met people of winter
met people from the night
I met people of frost
Never I met people of the light
never I met people of dawn
Perhaps I would become also
a night winter
a solitude of frost
with a name of migration....
•••

Engjëll I. BERISHA
(Albania)
The Age Of Flowers
She will never come
With another face
She will never turn
A cradle and a tomb in a place
Although its roots are soft
As it seems to be
An artery of water
When I return from travel
One time one another one myself
And a few shrinking signs
She is as pretty as
She will never turn rotten
In her white
Or yellow petals
Who mentioned like him
That time is immeasurable with the
Mechanical machine
How much was needed to an age
And await the raising of a memorial
What a repetition is this
Tied the same as the pain that has never ended
•
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You Return After A Thousand Years
If in the roads of sweetness
From the straws of Kumtris
Turning back after a thousand years
With the flying car
You are young and we above the soil
In our skulls to bring out with roots altogether
The flowers of memories
That can be read
Just as Mozart’s notes
In the partiture lost times ago
What is the value of return when is awaiting
What you have never perceived
In your travels of Oddiseus
Towards the dark horizon in the sky
That overpasses the unkown worlds
Takes your flying machine
With the light of mind
That is not born

The Green Time
One day the flower blossomed in a vase
It greened my view
From the room where you can see the road
Through which is coming my child
That I don’t have another job
Including you at every morning
Of the water with sweet water
With a sacred water
And when the flower blossomed in the window
I said what is the value of it when you have no feet
To come after me, beauty
At the roads where roofs emerge
Exhausted
And at night awakened with many blossoming flowers
Through its paths
The water turns into green
•••

•
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SATENDRA NANDAN
(Fiji)
Gandhi and the Girmitya
A Poem for 15 May, 2015
Mohandas Gandhi in the 20th chapter, Part 2, of his ‘An
Autobiography: The Story of my Experiments in Truth’ writes
about his sudden encounter with a stranger-- a ‘coolie’ named
Balasundaram in South Africa. That unexpected meeting was
life-changing for Gandhi and led to the abolition of indenture
system, almost a century ago.
He’d proclaimed:
God is Truth.
‘No?’
He whispered;
And changed his mind-It’s the other way round:
Truth is God.
When one is young one makes mistakes.
The dandy lawyer
In three-pieces of silk,
Always after nothing but the whole truth!
Then he began spinning
The wheel of fate
Or fire?
It’s difficult to tell
From this distance.
But truth is never far away.
One fine morning
As he sat in his attorney’s office
--London-trained and attired-Shuffling legal papers
For litigious merchants,
Entered Balasundaram—
In ragged coolie clothes-Bashed, battered, bleeding
52
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Two front teeth broken
A godforsaken creature
Blood driveling from his lips.
Below the crinkled skin, a human face,
Carrying his safa, turban,
In both his hands
And babbling Tamil, his mother’s tongue.
It wasn’t an offering
Or a greeting but a plea:
Do something for us too:
We cannot pay our dues
To be members of a rich congress.
Gandhi was moved
By the laborer’s dignity, and the soiled clothes.
How shall I spin this one?
The General in his labyrinth is strong:
What decency has ever won against general smut?
The white doctor, the white magistrate
Their righteous indignation aroused
Against the white employer.
If I tell the truth,
Others will be truthful too.
That is the only basis of our lives.
Balasundaram was given to another employer:
He was a bonded coolie again.
It’s an ordinary story, a relic,
In any lawyer’s office
Among tattered and frayed files,
A daily occurrence,
From South Africa to the South Pacific,
And the crossings of the Atlantic.
But a strange thing happened:
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As Balasundaram
Took off his blood-stained scarf from his head
Gandhi saw more than most;
His heart’s desire was fulfilled
To serve strangers in strange places.
He changed his sartorial tastes
Shaved his hair himself:
The coolie barrister
Became a coolie!
And began to spin
A thread that reached the Cross
On a hill between two thieves
And to a god exiled on Everest.
Miracles happen when the soul
Of a coolie
And a mahatma become one.
Balasundaram had given him a truth:
How can men feel honoured
In the humiliation of their fellow beings?

But not ceased its flow
And history had happened.
Miracles, too, are sudden, inexplicable,
Like birth or assassinations.

His head held high
His white turban shining like a star,
Next to a slice of the moon,
In his folded palms:
His heart without fear
On his face a single tear
His bare head in its last homage:
That this beauty is beyond human breath:
Even he saw it too late
In silence: that one death sometimes
Makes us all ONE
Nobler than we are.
And gives us Life in our lives.
•••

It was not a question he asked.
It was the answer he found
From the bleeding mouth of a coolie.
From then he began to spin
Closeted in the dust of his skin
The threads of many freedoms
When a coolie had morphed into a mahatma.
Then they shot him dead-Three steel bullets of rusted iron.
‘He Ram!’
Was all he mumbled-Two words, the last three letters of a coolie name.
And Balasundaram stood :
Alone by Sabarmati’s shore
He knew the river had changed its course
54
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STEVEN SHER
(Israel)
First Light
City of silhouettes
set against the peachpale dawn.
Sun erupting,
flooding streets. Towers
flowering.
•

Illumination
Sun dips below the ridge
of gilded clouds,
the streets enflamed.
Marquee lights,
banked glowing coals,
smolder until dawn.

The Life Of Ruth (My Father’s Twin)
“The days of my life have been few and hard.”
—Jacob, Genesis 47:9
Her young husband died and left her
with a child not yet five. A second
husband went to sleep and didn’t wake.
She replaced arthritic hips and knees,
married again. Her older brothers
and a sister from the same disease expired.
Her daughter, only child, wed in secret
overseas then bore a son; newly divorced,
discovered lumps under one arm.
A second son-in-law was cruel and likely
certifiable. When tremors tried to shake her
from the world, she clung to hope
with every breath, unsteady legs;
her soul returning toward morning,
full moon shining among ruins.
•••

The lone pedestrians
like motes of ash
float homeward.
•
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PERO PAVLOVIÆ
(Croatia)

Crade of the homeland sky
Walnut valley
Devoted to R. Boškoviã

Grow, you town!
Translate you into the language of clearly lighting ups
make you into the beauty
Make you sound like million voices
Transform you into unborn reality
With your thought, word and act make
the poem's way.
Near the heart
Into the heart
On the heart
Nice, trembling, flaming
Zagreb embraces you sadly
From the truncated light
From the deepest abyss of the history
To make a fairy tale
To create a word
And escape among the people – into love,
liveliness and continuation
To find yourself among the trees of Zrinjevac
In the crowd of Ilica
In the serenity of the cathedral, near grave of Stepinac
To give yourself to silence, endurance, to endure
temptations
and put the pictures into lines,
joy and memories
Grow you town into your dawns, memories and meetings
The loyal bonfire, bloom in happiness,
Ripen, be abundant, get stronger, preserve
Rattle, spread, fly, fall, tall
Clothe yourself into the lively wards and
Croatian gentleness
•
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With the name of strange apposition
With the first spoken word
Sad light appears
Mystery of miscellaneous clusters
And the steps vanished in the distant world
ring in the soul
Your name
embraces centuries
Truth wakes up
Clearest thoughts rise up to the sky
Primeval beginnings clear up
Cold greenish river winds
Down Popovo plavno
His ancient water touch both life and death
Dream and real life
And disappear into the legends, tales and stories
The City grows in your name
Valleys rattle
The nature sings its hymn to its Creator
With your name
The lovely Croatian land mentions is
Europe lights in your name
The risen knowledge breathes
Kindness and goodness gives itself out
Everything is so close in your name
Everything is intersected with the ray of
heavenly inspiration
Mottos and principles
The hand has resurrected wisdom and sense
Revealed the veil of mystery
Sanctity grew into flaming and aging
Reflecting endless necklace of yearning
and sunrise
•••
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KRISHNA BARUA
(India)
kohua
These last few days, the men who steer the boats in the
Brahmaputra are saying that this flat green land of ours is
drying up, and the soil is reddening and darkening They who
ply their boats between the north and south banks have been
murmuring Where is our propitious God Indra? The end of
Bhadra and yet the heat of summer!
Walking down the steps of the temple ghat, where the cool
river meets the blazing afternoon stones, you see a man sitting
motionless with his feet dipped in the water, staring ahead.
Across the river, you look twice and then squint through a
veritable array of lines and lines of kohua fanning the
waterfront,on the edges of the evening calm. I am early Sharat,
call me later by my other name Hemanta I have come stealthily,
quietly and you are not even aware?? Verily, even before the sky
changes from amber to cyan and magenta , it is overshadowed by
the fading mist over the giant blue mountains . And yet ,here
on the river bank, we still thirst for the rain and wonder how
the surging swell of the fierce river turns to tranquil fullness
under an autumn sky.
The splendid kohua chorus! An unknowingness, perhaps a
mellowed pain, comes back like a forgotten thrill. The snow
white kohua writing fragile poems of some joy, yet still not a
joy. There is a rustling of leaves, and the soft trace of the faint
breeze combines with the late chirping of an unfamiliar bird.
The sounds of the river mingle with those of forgotten small
streams brushing the distant trees. Caught by a wayward ripple
of the water, a pale leaf, long lost, gets trapped, turns round
from side to side as it journeys down stream. The sodden leaf ,
struggling still, enters the shadow of the bridge of an unheard
memory, and becomes an autumn poem . kohua

a mekhela, the colour of burnt gold will await the advent of
the daughter of the Himalayas, Ma Durga. In this evening
light,as the wind changes attires, I am adorned with rings on my
ears and with pearl on the tip of my nose;I am Goddess Durga,
my radiance is as splendid as that of myriad suns and moons.
They say, these boatsmen, that at the crack of dawn, when the
snow melts in the Himalayas from the origin of origins, the great
river flows on. More so, when the kohua, soft and billowy like
floating clouds, is in flower. They say that when the kohua has
started flowering, the rains are over and the autumn has begun.
One more year has been lived through. A pungent fragrance
comes from the swaying kohuas lacing the banks of the great
river. I feel you Sharat!Is it that unknown joy or grief or sorrow
or water or air? Or the jingling of a bangle, or the curled curve of
an eyebrow, or the wistful smile lurking in the corners of misty
eyes ?
This side of the river comes the chanting of mantras, the conch
shells, from adjoining namghars, the abodes of worship. There is
again that birdsong from some far off wooded forest in the
deep recess of the blue mountains..Truly Sharat has come
wedging in between Bhadro and Ashwin. And the day might
come , when the great river will flow on unperturbed,
nonetheless, and the autumnal fields with lotus feet will don on
the white kohua as apparel , nonetheles, but the jingling
anklets of the white maiden will not woo nor the rolling
mists of yesteryears cover my windowpane.
•

The sun peeps from behind the clearing of the clouds and looks
down at herself in the vast mirror of the river in great disbelief .
For soon the grower of rice ,the farmer and the woman wearing
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I know of a drapery in a forgotten town
The dust storm had lashed through the ancient city last night. As
the sky cleared, it struck me that I knew of a drapery in a
forgotten town. A day like this one. That time when the sun
would go to sleep in the gorges which hide themselves between
two mountains and suddenly leap up like thousands of silver
dew from slating rooftops that you find in the hills.
There was this quick shower in the dark, only the other night. As
another sun blinked and winked in the false dawn, from a single
corrugated rooftop as the miles and miles of rectangular
concrete structures stood stoic and spare. It was like a residue of a
mantra long forgotten. And the thought flashed as the earth
moved, as the windows moved, as time moved. Who flashes the
mirror, reflecting and reverberating like waves in a long
forgotten tune.I look at you,the slender tree,hardly young;I look
at you,the soft leaves,hardly born;I look at you,the sweet
earth,hardly wet.The grains filter through fingers like bubbles in
the air.Because you are like the spring earth,my love,I am
looking at you as it shivers in the false light. My leaves are my
hands.i have one hundred thousand.I touch you with one
hundred thousand hands.My leaves are my eyes.I look in
amazement .I watch you with one hundred thiousand eyes.

That sun again.And so many suns reflecting and
reverberating.The young men with bodies taut,adrift and
astray,move on.Some with green eyes,some singed with
sleep.The young girls with dancing feet,wide eyed and
lustrous,move on,clutching hands or crushing handkerchiefs
rolled to a ball.Murmuring,whispering,which spring?willowy
and soft as down!circling,encircling!
After the sport of day,in the midst of all this,the birds would
forget that it was still the time of sleep. A slow indistinct
murmur would rise from the riverside,the bend in the
river,where the old trees moaned and the young boughs sighed;a
confession and a communion.The sun would shy to go
down,first one,then the other,the lights swinging round with a
dying fall.Like the shadow of night resting her head on the arms
of the lady with an anklet of gold going up the steps leading to
the temple ghat,carrying her beauty like a slow dusk.If it pleased
me to appear to you thus!…
That drapery of a forgotten town.
•••

Just as the ancient river falls into the sea,just as the soft leaves
sighs echo like wind chimes,just as the girl with the skin the
colour of the sun sends a signal through the messenger in the
clouds;just as the dustladen aged trees with the strong limbs,like
the staid structures in ruins look on,or half blinded look
away.Spring is a long way off!why bother with birth and joy!let
my hours be full of sleep.deep and keep ! let my leaves rust and
brown and fall on the ground
Down the bend,the dismantled ribs of the old city stretches
out,acrss the riverway, pondering whether this was any time to
lament a loss.It is a golden world touched with a golded
wand.The garlands of marigold balanced on arms and
shoulders,on black iron trellishes,on entrees,cars and carts.it is
the season of joy,of marriages of Olympian gods,the flower
vendors shout one for 5,two for 7,three for ten!As if you could
squeeze out the juice before the advent of spring.
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LIDMILA SOVAKOVA
(France)
The House of Lucie
The Casino bar is nearly empty. Free of his obligation to cater for
the tastes of the guests Beda is playing his dreamy, far away
impromptus. Leaning on Alan’s arm I stop by the door curious
to see and hear him as he is after he had left me for his drugsinducted world of dreams. Left me? Not true! The only change is
that I can’t hurt him anymore. He loves me as before but doesn’t
despair of my absence as he can fly me to him anytime on the tip
of the needle. He hasn’t left me for the drugs. He accommodated
me to them. If I am still girl and Laura I am also his new, everpresent, heroin-based love. I am with him for now and forever,
his golden shot at the reach of his hand. It was Alan who
liberated him from the real me providing him with the girl of his
dreams.
Suddenly Beda has sensed my presence. His face lights up with a
happy smile, his fingers strike up his new version of Laura, now
no longer only a dream. Thanked by a polite applause he joins us
and, declining our invitation for a late dinner, asks to be
excused.
“Wait, Beda! Would you mind staying at Deauville a little
longer?”
How could he? Isn’t it just the same wherever he is? He doesn’t
seem to be saddened either when I tell him that I’d be staying
with Alan tonight. He wishes us good night on a kiss for me and
a brotherly tap on Alan’s shoulder.
It feels awkward to admit to Alan I am scared to spend the night
with him. How many times have I slept happily in his arms after
Egon’s departure? How normal it felt to make love to him with
Egon’s blessings. Yet how was it possible that Alan doesn’t object
I’m spending my nights with Beda? He hasn’t asked me for an
explanation. Does he know about Egon’s come back? I prefer not
to ask.
“I am not sleepy yet, Alan. Would you mind going to bed later?”
“I think I can wait a little longer, Beautiful. Is there anything
special you’d like to do?
“What about starting the night exploring Normandy? Leo told
me there is a charming little harbour not far away from
64
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Deauville he discovered as a little boy with his mother. It’s called
Honfleur. What a lovely name! Honey and flower put together
in a delicious mixture of French and English.”
“He was right. True to its name Honfleur is a little chocolate-box
town. Now, during the low season it has been passed back to its
legitimate owners. It will take half an hour to get there now by
night when the roads are empty. You’ll cushion your head on my
shoulder and doze off.” Alan proposes tenderly.
His kiss wakes me up.
“You’ll feel much more comfortable in a bed, believe me,
Beautiful. I know an enchanting place on the heights of
Honfleur with a spectacular view on both the sea and the evergreen pastures. It used to belong to a French poetess Lucie
Delarue Mardrus and it was converted to a hotel after her death
with great taste and reverence to its past. You’ll love it, Beautiful,
you will!” Alan assures me, driving the car up on a winding road.
The night is crystal clear. Somewhere high above on his stairway
to the stars Egon is shadowing me. Suddenly I shudder. The very
thought of spending the night with Alan makes me faint with
dread.
Alan stops the car in front of the hotel.
“Do you like the hotel, Beautiful? I hope you do! It’s very homey.
I spent here a couple of nights longing for you so intently that I
just about held you in my arms.
“Maybe there won’t be any vacancies!” I say hopefully, wishing
to go back to Beda and spend another night next to his absent
body.
“That’s not a problem. I rented a suite some time ago. It was
beyond my endurance to spend my sleepless nights at the
“Normandy”, sensing you some unreachable steps away. Come
and give “The House of Lucie” a chance! Please do!”
He helps me out of the car and takes my hand to lead me in. We
enter the courtyard and step into a romantic era when the
poetess Lucie entertained her guests, offering them refreshments
together with her poems overflowing with love and courting and
hand kissing and amorous sighs, a time when lovers parted
chastely in front of the bedroom. I follow Alan with
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sleepwalker’s steps up the stairs to a suite on the right side of the
hotel. He takes an ornate key out of his breast pocket and opens
the door.
“NO!” I refuse firmly his arms, ready to carry me over the
threshold.
The suite is lovely. As homey as homey can be without any false
note. The large white bed with its embroidered linen is open for
the night rest of two newly- wed teaching each other to spell the
enchanting word LOVE, passion to be learned later, eyes wide
shut.
“I’ll stay, Alan, though it will be under one condition. I’ll sleep
alone in this big inviting bed and you’ll promise me to not even
think about making love to me. Can you do that?”
He watches me pensively.
“Certainly, Beautiful. I’ll sleep on the sofa in the other room, my
thoughts virginal white, spending the night of a monk.” He
kisses my hand and leaves me alone wishing me good night.
Irked by his too easy surrender I kick off my shoes and shed my
clothes on the carpet. High above from his stairway to the stars
Egon flashes me a foxy smile.
I toss sleeplessly about the bed. Even a drugged Beda would be
better than no one to squeeze against when desperately in need
of human touch. I heave up a sigh and wait. Then another one
followed by a moan, targeted at Alan to ask me for its cause. The
only answer is the hoot of an owl from the courtyard.
“Alan!” At the limit of my patience I decide to act.
“What can I do for you, Beautiful?” Alan appears fully dressed
by my bed his face a kabuki mask.
“I can’t sleep! Bring me a pill and a glass of water!” I order.
Which he does and passes it on me standing, about to leave.
“What do you think you are doing, Alan? Sit down and talk me
to sleep!” I grab his hand and pull him down.
“What do you wish to talk about?”
“As a shrink you’d know! Isn’t it what you do with your patients
on the couch?”
“Well, Beautiful, it’s usually them who do the talking. I listen.
Maybe if you told me what is wrong and why you can’t get
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asleep.” He advises me with a professional coolness and I hate
him more than I can bear.
“I feel like slapping your face, Alan!”
“Serve yourself, Beautiful!” He leans over me with a serene smile.
I throw the cover away, catch hold of him and draw him down to
me.
“Are you aware that what you are doing is contrary to what you
wished just a moment ago?” He asks in full control of his voice.
Pressing my lips against his seems to me as a fair answer.
I wake up in Alan’s arms relieved that Egon doesn’t claim
damages for the last night.
“Don’t misunderstand me, Alan, I am not criticising you. I am
just stating that you evidently didn’t behave as your venerable
profession requires by refusing my amorous advances.”
“Provided I satisfied you as a lover I couldn’t care less about my
professional repute.”
“Are you fishing for compliments?”
“Isn’t it evident, Beautiful?”
“You were not too bad. For a fair evaluation I’d need another
testing.” Giggling helplessly I fall back into his arms.
I had not realised how famished for human love my nightly
escapades with the phantom made me. Unless Alan’s
lovemaking was raised by my taste for forbidden fruit it’s worth
another evaluation. Though Hell knows how Egon will react
this time. I hope he can accept I am only human and won’t take
any drastic reprisals like making Alan impotent to punish him
and me at the same time.
“You seem very thoughtful, Beautiful! Anything wrong?”
We are eating a late breakfast at a boardwalk café, the sun of
March on our face, the glittering sea at our feet. Shall I tell Alan
about my double life, I wonder. I should. How else can I explain
to him my nights with Beda? Anyway I don’t think Egon will
allow me to go on, and certainly not if he realises that Alan
outshone him as my lover. To tell the truth is always tricky and
even more so if you reveal it to a psychoanalyst. He may want me
to undergo a treatment to get rid of what he calls my “delusions”
which are MY reality beyond his comprehension. I decide
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against a hasty revelation and for enjoying the lovely day with
Alan while it lasts.
“I’d like to go to the embouchure of the Seine that I saw on a
Monet’s painting. I know I may be disappointed, just as I was,
visiting genuine sand dunes and comparing them with David
Lean’s in “Lawrence of Arabia”. Grey heaps of dust against a
shimmering golden mirage! Anyhow I am ready to give reality its
chance.”
“Here I agree with you, Beautiful! Reality can occasionally beat
the imaginary. All I have ever read or heard about love was
nothing compared to my feelings for you, or should I better say
my infatuation?”
The Seine dances into the sea in a ball gown of glittering sequins
under the exalted shrieks of the seagulls. All that remains of the
river are nervous loops on the surface of the sea ebbing away like
soul departing the body with a last sigh.
“Monet couldn’t have painted it as gorgeous as the sun!” I
squeeze excitedly Alan’s hand.
“Now you see it for yourself, Beautiful! The real can surpass the
imaginary and become second to it!”
We gaze. We wonder. We know this is never to be repeated.
•
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MARTIN TUCKER
(USA)
Philosophy In An Afternoon
A man is sitting in an arm chair. It is a stuffed armchair. It has
holes in it and some stains on it, but it looks comfortable, like an
old friend down in his dowdiness. The man sitting in this chair
looks like the chair— comfortable, wanting and waiting to be
talked to. Like a father, like an armchair. Near him, in a highback wood chair, sits a younger man. We will soon know he is
the son of the man sitting in the armchair. The feeling in the
room produces an inevitable ambivalence, like an aftertaste
when nothing has preceded it. The older man will cough after a
distinct period.
“I’ve done nothing today. And now it is close to darkness,”
the old man says.
“I’ve done nothing, too,” the younger man replies.
“A double nothing then. It is a philosophical quondam, a
quantitative nothing doubled.”
“It’s not really a quandary. Just a swamp of words,” the
young man contradicts him.
“You should do something,” the father says. “You’re
young.”
“I have time to do nothing. You are the one should be
doing something. Before it is too late to do anything,” the son
says.
“You always contradict me. Ever since you moved back
home. You were such an agreeable child.”
“I don’t remember. I remember some disagreeable
things—“
“”Don’t keep digging up the past. Pass through the eye of
the needle and stop pricking yourself.”
“Nice statement, Dad.”
“Remember it was I taught you philosophy, the source of
words, the play of thought, the idea in the jackbox,” the father
summarizes.
“Of a sort. You called it Papa’s wisdom.”
“Such a nice child you were. So obedient. My word was
stronger than law because you trusted my word. And now—“
“Now?”
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“I wish we were back in those days that I remember.”
“I have no memory of them.”
“There you go being a willful child again.”
“Are you feeling all right?”
“No.”
“Well, that’s the way it is.
“That’s the way it is,” the fatheragrees without being asked to do
so.
“That’s the way it’s going to be, I suspect,” the son confirms.
The father now is tentative. “Why have you come to visit me if
you’re going to be difficult?”
“I’m not visiting. I live here.”
“This is my house,” the father reminds his son.
“This is our room. The family room,” the son reminds his
father.
“I remember how good you were. A prince. I didn’t expect
you to grow up into an unemployed shadow in my room.”
“You got poor,” the son tells him. “You can’t blame me for
my destitution when my father lost all his money and I had to
come home, reduced to atenancy in his childhood house.”
“What an ingrate my son has become. I don’t want to
remember you this way. I want to remember the prince you
were. I want to remember this afternoon as a pleasure, like the
afternoons we had long ago.”
“You can’t remember this afternoon that way.”
“Why can’t I? Who are you to tell your father what he can
and cannot remember? It’s my memory we’re talking about.”
“It’s a matter of time. It has nothing to do with memory.
Our relationship is a matter of time.”
“I don’t see it that way at all. It is a matter of philosophy, if
you ask me. Decency and family and philosophy.And really not
a matter at all. There is no matter in what you’re saying. You’re a
shadow of what you were and you speak no substance.”
“If I’m nothing as you say, then how can I pick myself up
and go away?”
“Get up! Go! You can do it!”
“You really want me to leave you feeling the way you do. It
will be an unhappy day to remember. You are my father, I am
your son.”

“There comes a time—“
“Would you put me out on the street?”
“I can hardly lift a fork to my lips, so how can I put you out?
No, I can’t put you anywhere, but I wish you would do
something. Life and time are short, and the opportunities for
failure are shorter. Once they pass, the crest is fallen and the
banner is furled, and the curtain is a matter of shreds and waste.
I don’t want to see my son in a state of entropy. Age has drawn
me into such folds but you are young, you have time for failure,
and success if you like.If you’re up to it.”
“Father, I am too bored to get up andget my entropy. Let
me just sit here awhile and talk with you. Time is a back-up for
us young people. If we can’t or won’t solve our problems, we let
time take care of them. For better or worse.”
“For worse, I think. My generation thought the way I do.
Son, you should not have come home if you are going to subject
me to this kind of depression. It’s bad enough we have an
economic fault to contend with. You should not add your
bitterness in the folds of mockery.”
“Forgive me, father. I do not like my new state any more
than you. You can live with ruin as anostalgic end-song, but I
live in it as a terrorist fortress, shooting me from inside as it
protects me from the outside. I have to shut my eyes, otherwise
I truly go blind.”
“Son, this is a true tone you now use. It is like the days of
old, when you confided in me and looked to me for advice, but
we are not in the days of old as you have just said. You must go
away again. Later you can come back, when we are both
old.When you are as old as I now am.”
“You will be too old for me then, too old for anybody to talk
to.”
“No, son, my memory will become faulty, but you will help
me to remember what you need to know. I will become your
guide, as you help me to discover the knowledge I’ve put away.
We will journey together out of love,we will dig up the grains of
sands that renew us even as I pass from the scene. Love enables
us to dig. Love gives us the permission to go away when we have
to. Love is what we remember when we have to give it up for a
matter of time. Son, I will always be with you as long as you do
not let time waste you. I want you to have things to remember,
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things you can tell me about, wherever you have been.You need
to go away, you must change things so you can come back to
remember them . You cannot grow old doing the same thing.
That is a greater nothing than standing still.”

MANFRED MALZAHN
(Germany)

It is too early to tell if the son will rise tomorrow, but
philosophy has been spoken and thoughts are in the air, and
cycles may begin a swing of things. The father will lift his glass
of lemonade and ruminate in the dusk. The son will pour
himself a glass of Scotch from his father’s cabinet of dwindling
liquor, and nothing will happen for a few hours. Evening is
approaching and the sound of mystery plays upon them, a
mystery deepening and yet familiar as an old story.

Once upon a time not so long ago, there lived a recently
widowed man who had three sons. While he worked hard for a
living down at the stock exchange, he had made a point of
teaching his boys much more than they would ever get to know
at school. What he as their father had to give them over and
above their academic learning was a good measure of the
wisdom of life, a wisdom of which he was fondest when it came
and could conveniently be passed on in neat sayings that told
people what to do, or explained to them what the world was like.
He loved the one about two wrongs never making a right: for
this was so obviously a sound maxim to follow in the world of
finance, where one should never throw good money after bad.
He also liked the one about all happy families resembling one
another, as he noted with content just how little difference there
was between his own domestic arrangements and those of his
fellow-workers. Remembering it's an ill wind that blows nobody
any good always reminded him that some people will invariably
stand to gain even while most others are losing, and that the
gainers were mostly those who had not put all their eggs into one
and the same basket. He himself had of course not only the
clients' and the company's baskets to consider, but likewise
several private ones of his own; and he had enough prudence to
make sure that the latter were always well filled, even when
accidents befell the others.
But his all-time favourite maxim was the one about living every
day of your life as though it were the ultimate one. What
monumental truth lay there; although, admittedly, he found it a
tad more difficult to let this particular truth inform his actions.
If he neglected to buy enough milk, for instance, he might not
have any to put into his tea the following forenoon. If he
overindulged in food or drink, he might feel queasy the morning
after. In short, the likelihood that he would live to see another
day made it seem not entirely advisable to behave as though
there were no tomorrow. And yet the saying was simply too
beautiful not to contain any good advice. If only he were able to
interpret it properly...
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For many years our man lived without finding a solution to this
puzzle, and at last he despaired of his chances to have the answer
drop in his lap as he simply sat and got older. There seemed to be
a price to pay for having acquired and dispensed so much
practical wisdom at early stages of his life, since a man who has
pretty much understood and summarised the world by the time
he is thirty may very well have no farther to go on the road to the
sagacity that is said to come with age. While this might be
preferable to becoming the proverbial old fool, it still left our
protagonist with just a hint of longing, and with a minor but
persistent dissatisfaction that gnawed at his otherwise perfectly
sound mental frame.
On his sixtieth birthday, which fell on a bright but nippy Sunday
in November, he thus called his three sons together for dinner,
and set them a task. Each one was to spend the next day
according to the injunction that the father presented to them
engraved on a bracelet: gold for the first, silver for the second,
and steel for the third. The letters on each one proclaimed, LIVE
THIS DAY AS IF IT WERE YOUR LAST. They were to put on
the bracelet as soon as they awoke on Monday morning, take it
off again just before they fell asleep on Monday night, and
return it to their father at lunch on Tuesday, together with an
oral report on what they had done. The one who had followed
the maxim most faithfully and profitably, and who thus had the
fewest regrets on Tuesday morning, was to inherit the bulk of his
father's fortune, as well as his father's stockbroking business.
It was still pitch-black outside when the alarm clock went off in
the youngest son's bedroom. He had set it for four, for who
would want to waste much of his life's last day on sleep?
Reaching for the bracelet, the youth—barely twenty-seven years
old and at the height of his physical and mental powers—smiled
as he contemplated the hours ahead. He had checked the
weather forecast the previous night: better safe than sorry. Clear
skies in coastal areas, and especially over the mountains of the
westernmost region. He had spent many days there recently,
climbing all of the highest peaks but one. This, the most
majestic of all, he had saved for the last, and supposing he had no
more than one day left to live, he must complete what he had

begun. He shuddered at the thought of a composer dying with a
symphony unfinished, or of a novelist on his deathbed with the
last chapters of a book still in his head, and not on paper. If one
had to die, it had better be with a sense of an ending. No matter
whether the glass was half empty or half full: at the end it must
be drained to the dregs.
The young man reached the foot of the mountain before
sunrise, just as he had planned. He would take the easiest
route—there was no point in tempting fate. Two hours of slow
and gradual ascent, then two hours picking his way up a sheer
rock face, and finally another hour along the ridge leading to the
highest elevation in a line that moved as erratically up and down
as a representation of the Dow Jones index over a year that began
moderately well and ended exceedingly well, after a fair amount
of turbulence.
When the youngest son finally stood on the summit, he had cut
a good twenty minutes off the expected time. Thoughts of a
bright future had quickened his walk and steeled his grip on the
rock during the climb. There was his MBA, soon to be
completed; his landing of a brilliant job soon after; and once he
had properly celebrated with his pals, his finding of the girl who
would turn him from a fairly indiscriminate womaniser into a
responsible family man who took only very few and very well
calculated liberties. In the mapping out of this onward and
upward path, his father's inheritance had no significant role. If
he played along with the competitive exercise his father had set
up, this was partly to please the old man, and partly because it
coincided with his own inclination. His day was spent bringing
an enterprise to a conclusion, and if either of his brothers could
show him a more worthwhile way to pass the last day of one's
life, then that one deserved the credit and the prize, and had
taught him one of the lessons that unlike many other youngest
sons, he was always willing to take from his elders.
Meditations of this kind detained the youth at the mountain top
slightly longer than he had anticipated. In his reveries, he had of
course been taking in the magnificent view from the height he
had scaled, but he had somehow failed to register the slight
changes he saw. Bit by bit, a fine mist had been building up, over
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the water at first, and then over the shore. It was indeed as if the
mist crept in from the sea, as the expression goes, stealthily
spreading inland and thickening as it reached higher and higher.
If it kept progressing at this rate, it was bound to touch the
bottom of the rock face just after the young man's safe passage
through it. With this thought in mind, the youth stood up and
heaved his rucksack on his back. As he did so, he heard a ripping
sound. On inspection, he found one of the straps hanging rather
precariously by a few threads, and a half-inch tear showing in the
lower part of the container.
Not a big problem: the young man always had a needle and
thread on him during such outings. The question, however, was
whether he had leisure to effect a repair. He took another look
and then decided that a stitch in time would save nine. But it was
not easy to get the thread through the needle's eye. The
temperature had dropped to what seemed below freezing, his
fingers felt numb, and he began to get a little nervous. By the
time he had finished the operation, which he was loath to
abandon in the middle, a full half hour had gone by. This was
time he could ill afford to lose, for the build-up of the mist had
accelerated. His computations were screwed. And yet there was
no Plan B—he had to go back the way he had come, as the mist
finally enfolded the entire mountain.
The next day, the young man's seat at his father's lunch table
remained empty.
When the middle son got up just before dawn on Monday, he
did not have the foggiest idea of how he would go about the task
his father had set. He himself had always been the most
spontaneous, most unpredictable, and most emotional of the
three brothers. Sipping his second cup of coffee and looking at
the bracelet on his wrist, he still found himself without a
strategy. Until, that is, the moment he opened the local
newspaper only to have his own face stare back at him from a
photograph, together with those of all the other students who
had graduated from secondary school with him, eighteen years
earlier. It seemed that his then form tutor had just retired, and it
was this teacher, not one of the pupils, for whose sake the photo
appeared in the paper.

The teacher’s story, however, was not the focus of the middle
son’s attention. His gaze was drawn towards another one of the
faces in the picture: a female face, third from the left in the
second row, hardly discernible perhaps to the casual observer. To
the middle brother, this face was one that he had neither seen
nor even wanted to see, for a full eighteen years. He had in fact
been desperately but not altogether unsuccessfully trying to
forbid himself any thought of this girl, and if she chanced to
enter the stream of his associations, he banished her with mental
techniques equivalent to very cold showers. Upon graduation,
he had moreover carefully destroyed all class photos in his
possession, on the assumption that the more fully out of sight
she was, the farther out of his mind she would be.
But now the protective fence he had built and fortified,
crumbled and fell in an instant of recognition. He had
worshipped her from so near and yet so far while they were still
at kindergarten; his eyes had followed the beacon of her red hair
across primary playgrounds. However often he had toyed with
the idea of declaring his love for her, he had faltered and kept
silent just as many times, because of the fears and insecurities
whose tyranny only a growing boy can feel or comprehend. As a
teenager, he had helplessly watched her stumble through a series
of relationships with boys who were slightly older and not in
love with her, and who were consequently less inhibited than he
was. Then, just before their final exams, she had become
involved with a student of philosophy six years her senior, and
she had gone to study the same subject at the same university.
The middle brother now remembered the moment when he had
abandoned all hope of ever winning her, and when he had begun
a quest for the attainable, a quest that was in turn scuppered by
his unwillingness to join any club that would accept a member
with such low self-esteem as his. Now, however, it was clear what
he should do, and not only if this were really the last day of his
earthly sojourn. He must seek out the girl and make the long
overdue confession—not for the sake of actual conquest, but
rather to lay her ghost.
This was just a little before the age of internet searches and social
websites, but it was not too difficult even then to track a person
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down, given a few basic personal data. By noon, the middle
brother knew where to go: and the university town where she
had moved and still resided was only an hour down the road
from his and her native place. An hour of memories that he had
so long suppressed, and that now welled up like tears of joy. Her
red hair, her velvety voice, her alabaster skin, her slender frame,
and the insufferable grace of her movements: so beautiful that it
pained him to observe her. All this he had loved, truly loved, for
so many years; and regardless of whether he had only one day left
to live, he must go and tell her of his love. Let her make of it what
she chose: he must unburden his soul and, since the imminence
of his demise was only a thought experiment, he would then live
a free life.
But since the middle brother was not in the habit of
premeditating all possible developments arising from his
actions, it should have come as no surprise that there were a few
surprises in store. The first was the bulk of the person who
opened the door for him. Only the colour of her hair and that of
her eyes indicated that this was indeed the slender and elegant
girl he had once adored. The second surprise followed when he
had accepted the offer of a cup of tea, and followed her as she
waddled into the kitchen. Before he could either execute or
reconsider the plan to make his grand confession, his old
schoolmate was all over him, whispering her own avowals of
undying love in his ears, from so close a range that the heat he
felt under the collar quickly spread to other parts of his anatomy.
This was when the next surprise came along, in the shape of a
jealous husband who entered through the back door and
promptly reached for the nearest available kitchen implement.
The next day, the middle son's seat at his father's lunch table
remained empty.
The eldest brother stayed in bed until ten on Monday morning.
Like the other two, he had cancelled all Monday and Tuesday
commitments for the sake of his father's scheme, from which he
was sure to emerge as winner. He had seen his younger brothers
mess up many things at many times, and had looked on their
failures with the Could-have-told-you-so expression that only
elder brothers can wear with such wordless eloquence. If that

had not shown too charitable a nature, it was indeed a show of
charity that was to secure him his father's fortune. For who, on
the last day of his life, would not willingly part with luxuries that
were going to be of no further use to him anyway?
A quick calculation put the value of his own easily disposable
assets, among which the vintage sports car he ran was the most
obvious, at roughly the seven hundredth part of his father's
liquid capital. It would have been silly not to stake such trifles as
he had in his possession, on a game where the odds were in truth
far better than the ostensible one in three. Added attraction lay
in the thought that his wife, who was on the point of divorcing
him, would not get any of the newly acquired wealth, whereas
half of the worldly goods he owned at the moment were to go to
her once the agreement was signed on Friday. Consequently, the
eldest brother drove his prize possession, a perfectly maintained
piece of 1960s automobile design in British Racing Green, all
the way to the capital, and straight into one of its poorest parts.
He arrived there in the late afternoon, and cruised in search of
the proper recipient for such a lavish gift as his.
Two hours later, the right person still had not materialised. Was
he too picky or too reluctant to do what he knew was best? He
pondered this question as he stopped by a traffic light, where an
old man of incredibly filthy appearance began to wipe his
windscreen with a rag so saturated with dirt that the effect was
the very opposite of cleaning. The eldest brother was about to
say something quite rude, but kept his annoyance and his
disgust in check as he realised that here was the chance to show
himself in the best possible light. If his father saw this old dosser
behind the wheel of his eldest son's car, that must convince him
that the answer had been found: living each day as if it were your
last was best done by letting go of non-essentials, but without in
any way endangering the basics of survival, in case the end
wasn't so nigh after all.
When the old man stood beside the wing mirror and demanded
payment, the eldest brother replied, “I'm going to do something
much better than pay you. I'm going to give you this car.” He
looked at the dosser for signs of the impact that his gargantuan
generosity must have. But all he saw in the old man's eyes was
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rage and hatred. “You son of a bitch!” the dosser yelled. “You let
me slave away without ever intending to pay me, and you think
you can get away with it by fooling me with a silly joke. I'll show
you what happens to people like you around here. You heartless
rich bastard! You heartless rich bastard!” As the dosser kept
repeating this exclamation, he punctuated the last word of each
reiteration with a kick against the side of the car.
He failed to make much of an impression on the solid 1960s
bodywork, but as the volume of his voice increased, so did the
number of old men in comparable attire who gathered around
the vehicle from different directions. Some of them cast
covetous eyes on the gold bracelet the driver wore. “Not all that
glitters is gold!” the eldest brother screamed at them. “You got
me all wrong! You shouldn't judge a book by its cover!” he yelled
at the windscreen-wiping dosser, or at the figure in the throng
whom he believed to be his first acquaintance. Then he noticed
that one of the figures held something like a crowbar. As the
windscreen shattered, he covered his face with his hands, and for
a split second he once again perceived the inscription on his
bracelet.
At one o'clock on Tuesday afternoon, the father sat down at the
lunch table, impatient for the arrival of his three sons. When
none of them had come by four o'clock, he resolved to call the
police. It took three hours more to gather information about
three deaths that had occurred. The two violent ones were
confirmed first, and the accidental one a little later. As he
learned that his third and favourite son had perished, too, the
father was seized by a massive heart attack.
When his only daughter called an ambulance, it was already too
late to save him. This was mainly due to the fact that a
considerable length of time elapsed between the onset of the
cardiac arrest, and the phone call to the emergency services. For
this interval, there were in turn two possible explanations. The
more innocuous would be that the daughter was not in the same
room as her father was, and did not enter it during the abovementioned length of time. The less innocuous explanation
would be that the daughter was in no hurry to prevent what
would result in her becoming sole heiress to the fortune of a

father who had not even dreamed of giving his wealth to a female
child. You may take whatever explanation suits you: fact is that
the girl who lived did indeed become extremely rich, and even
more nubile that she had been until this happened to her at the
age of twenty-one. Nonetheless, she did not marry for many
years yet. Instead, she chose to lead her life according to her own
motto, Live each day as if it were your first. In this manner, she
managed to preserve her youthful curiosity and to prolong the
joy of discovery until she was forty-two, and could not possibly
have taken any more excitement than she had already had by
then. That was when she settled down and abandoned all
mottoes, except the one she had engraved on the family vault:
All dead men are alike, but each man alive dies in his own way.
Some women, though, find ways of living happily ever after.
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KRYSTYNA LENKOWSKA
(Poland)
Apollinaire's Road to Sainthood
Bohumil Hrabal once said that Guillaume Apollinaire and
Bruno Schultz were saint poets, "patrons of integrity and the
mystery of modern art, and modern literature most of all"1. If
my beloved writer of the Czech language says that a great poet of
the French language and a distinguished prose writer of the
Polish language walk hand in hand along the divine alley of
literature, and this is certified by choruses of excellent
translations into many languages of the world, this
"metahistorical" image for me is binding and compelling. If
many people perceive Hrabal himself in the same ranks, we can
have a special guarantee that sustainers of the literary mystery
are born again and again, apparent renegades of one tribe,
scattered in time and space, as well as witnesses sensitive to those
fantastic phenomena whose meanings are explored by
hermeneutics.
Only to very few great people of this world can we assign the
attribute of "sainthood", without facing reproof for the
melodrama or even ecstasy of our pen (obviously we are not
talking here about the codes of the Church, although everything
in the universe aims at the common endpoint, generally called
metaphysics). One of them was the French poet, Guillaume
Apollinaire, who treated the art of love, sensual poetry as a poem
of adoration, a litany to the most divine female body, ritual
prayer, worthy of sacred worship, risking an impeding
accusation of "trash trader", an opinion which was later refuted
by critics thousands of times.
In this sense, it seems in Polish contemporary literature he could
only be compared to Leœmian, our brilliant writer of erotica.
(...) Oreille droite de mon amour troisieme porte
C' est en te prenant que j' arrivai a ouvrir entierement les
deux premieres portes
Oreille porte de ma voix qui t' a persuadée
Je t' aime toi qui donnas un sens a l' Image grâce a l' Idée.
(Apollinaire, Les neuf portes de ton corps)
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Apollinaire's poetry never left the border of real art, although it
often hovers on the edge of religious morality, or the worlds of
high and low culture. Risk has always been tempting for poets.
This is how Apollinaire writes about it in the form of symbolic
parable:
Come to the edge, he said. We are afraid, they said. Come to the
edge, he said. They came. He pushed them... they flew
(Apollinaire)
His libertine lifestyle, as well as his gluttony and drinking must
be regarded as extreme by his Parisian society. However, he does
not deviate in virtue from his artistic Boheme, which he
deceptively calls "Rose". He does not entertain the feeling of
indecency when he publishes the works of Marquis de Sade . He
is planning to publish his love and erotic-ballistic poems to
Louise. He won't have enough time.
Discovered accidentally, and published after both wars, letters
written by Gui to Lou are not only a beautiful report on the
soldier's longing for his beloved woman, but also a pulsating
expression of unsatiated male desire. The saucy, unprudish
language and style of his writing can be regarded as a unique
work of pornographic epistolary art.
Between 1880 and 1918, during the poet's short life, a plethora
of events took place in Paris, "the beast's belly" of Europe. The
period saw the appearance of steam trams, the Lumiere
Brothers' cinematographe device and Mélies' short films.
Scientists were discovering electromagnetic waves, X-Rays, free
electrons and were studying laughter, hysteria, and dreams. The
current fashion trends included a moderate libertine lifestyle,
irony and Absinth. Henri Poincaré found new scientific truth,
the artists of the Montmartre Bohemé, Picasso and Braque,
found cubist truth, and "their" poet nicknamed Apollinaris "electric roses in the garden of his memory". Apollinaire says
then that memory is the source of his poetry, and love is the
function of that memory. According to Adam Wa¿yk, the poet,
in that time, gives priority to intellectual extravagance and the
syncretic mystery play of the carnival over feelings 2. He plays
deception games, jeers, toys with phallic meanings, and in
Rosamund's Palace he devours brains and thoughts, as well as
urine coloured soup accompanied by a "Lady with a pearl butt".
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He removes punctuation marks from his Alcools, adding, and
not limiting, meanings.
Some facts seem important. 12 years earlier Wilhelm de
Kostrowitzky, called Koster, falls in love without reciprocation
with Linda Molina, and shortly after that, with Annie Playden,
who flees from him to America. La Chanson du mal-aimeis
created. In this text the poet rushes into enruptured love
complaint, into anger, and into derision. In his scornful game he
mistakes his beloved one with a "street girl". The poem is
published only in 1909, after he has been living, for two years, in
a stormy love relationship with a painter, Marie Laurencin.
Three years later Marie does not accept Koster's proposal. She is
fed up with his infidelity and fits of tyranny. Apollinaire-thelover was capricious, just like the reigning style in Paris - called
rococo (in Poland and Austria called secession). In this spirit the
poet faces the risk of artificiality with his poetic bouquets.
Apollinaire was not only a relentless experimenter (the first
Lyrical Ideograms were created at the same time), but also a
consistent critic and art theoretician. Before he went to the war
front he delivered a number of speeches, wrote a multitude of
essays, articles, polemic texts, introductions for catalogues and a
few books devoted to painting, sculpture, Cubism,
Simultanism, which he called Orphism, moreover, he published
a Futurism manifesto.
Around the same time he "performs seven love acts or seven
fantasies on the phallus", he dreams about the touch of a
woman's body from a distance and amorous relations with
women from previous centuries. He tries opium, and maybe as a
result of this he reaches a state of internal ease, like Rimbaud
some time earlier. In his poetry, simultaneously with Picasso's
art, the blue period comes next - with special attention to detail,
making it more real, more ordinary, stripping it of its
uniqueness.
It was difficult to keep pace with Apollinaire's literary dynamics
for his contemporaries. Together with discovering the
commonplace, "the low voice", he lays aside his erudition,
praises off-hand manners, he discards the modernist solemnity
of stable ground in favour of poetry attained through the senses
within the natural force of chance. He wants to "experience

The eiderdown and our dreams are equally unreal. (Apollinaire)
Says the author of Zone, the realist-and-visionary, tired with the
old world in which he has not found lasting love and has
discarded God, just like when the magic of childhood faith
disappears and only unclear intuitions remain.
The poet volunteers to be enlisted and go to the war on an
impulse of patriotic duty. He feels Polish, but also a French
patriot. Besides that, it was a masculine thing and his wounded
pride after three failures in love.
Paradoxically, it was during the war, frequently on the first front
line, while facing the demoralising images of killing, or maybe
this is why it happened there, as a result of re-evaluating ideas,
his attitude towards the woman came closer to a pure
contemplative admiration comparable to the Song of Songs.
And although they are not quite devoid of subtle a streak of
decadence, the war erotic poems took him to a safe distance
from libertine inclinations and became focused on the emotion
for one, well, maybe episodically, two women, Louise and
Madeleine. In those letters he writes that he is in the state of
great moral purity.
After returning from the front he speaks about enriching poetry
with the natural sounds of the human body and about the fact
that poetry is always subordinate to love. And although he left
Madelaine, his illusory war love, and he lost his good health as
well as faith in a bright future and his ability to keep pace with
avant-garde poetry, he came to believe in reciprocated love to
"the red-haired beauty", his flaming anima.
We can assume that his neurotic, rococo, as we have established
already, fluctuations, in life and poetry, as well as finding
pleasure in the planned discarding of beloved women, which
possibly was a concealed sadistic inclination, were to vanish for
good. "However, it was me who didn't love as one should", he
admits. Unfortunately, he died a few months after the
publication of La Jollie Rousse and his marriage to Jacqueline
Kolb. He did manage to publish his avant-garde Calligrammes
written since 1913, and shout in his hospital bed that he did not
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boundless flames", he wants matter's revenge for the
centrifugal-spiritual demands of the preceding generations.
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want to die, because he still had a lot to say. Did he also mean "a
lot to love"?
This is what he wrote in one of the poems entitled: Orphéewith
irony and fear about the insufficiency of love in the new epoch
coming with great force.
O temps de la tyrannie
Démocratique
Beau temps où faudra s’aimer les uns les autres
Et n’être aimé de personne
Ne rien laisser derrière soi
Et préparer le plaisir de tout le monde
Ni trop sublime ni trop infime.
(Apollinaire, Orphée)
Guillaume Apollinaire, until the end, stood as a guardian to
great love and great poetry and in this sense he earned his
sainthood.
(Translated into English by Jadwiga Ryba and Kirk Stone)

1 Based on Bohumil Hrabal's statement in an international
questionnaire related to the 20th century literary achievements,
published in 4/ 1984 "Literaturanaœwiecie"
2 Introduction to "Guillaume Apollinaire, WybórPism", PIW
1980
•••
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